proposed that the theory of mind (ToM) inference system evolved to promote strategic social interaction. Social exchange *a form of co-operation for mutual benefit *involves strategic social interaction and requires ToM inferences about the contents of other individuals' mental states, especially their desires, goals, and intentions. There are behavioral and neuropsychological dissociations between reasoning about social exchange and reasoning about equivalent problems tapping other, more general, content domains. It has therefore been proposed that social exchange behavior is regulated by social contract algorithms: a domain-specific inference system that is functionally specialized for reasoning about social exchange. We report an fMRI study using the Wason selection task that provides further support for this hypothesis. Precautionary rules share so many properties with social exchange rules *they are conditional, deontic, and involve subjective utilities *that most reasoning theories claim they are processed by the same neurocomputational machinery. Nevertheless, neuroimaging shows that reasoning about social exchange activates brain areas not activated by reasoning about precautionary rules, and vice versa. As predicted, neural correlates of ToM (anterior and posterior temporal cortex) were activated when subjects interpreted social exchange rules, but not precautionary rules (where ToM inferences are unnecessary). We argue that the interaction between ToM and social contract algorithms can be reciprocal: social contract algorithms requires ToM inferences, but their functional logic also allows ToM inferences to be made. By considering interactions between ToM in the narrower sense (belief Á desire reasoning) and all the social inference systems that create the logic of human social interaction * ones that enable as well as use inferences about the content of mental states *a broader conception of ToM may emerge: a computational model embodying a Theory of Human Nature (ToHN).
A fierce debate over the nature of the human mind has raged over the last two decades, and the study of reasoning has been a principal battleground. Broadly construed, reasoning is the ability to generate new representations of the world *new knowledge*from given or observed information. It is often considered constitutive of human intelligence: the most distinctly human cognitive ability, often thought to exist in opposition to, and as a replacement for, instinct. Discovering the nature of the inferential procedures whereby new knowledge is generated is, therefore, a foundational task of the cognitive sciences, with implications for every branch of the social sciences .
One side of the reasoning debate has defended a long-standing and traditional view of the evolved architecture of the human mind: that it is a blank slate, a neurocomputational system equipped with content-free inferential procedures that operate uniformly on information drawn from all domains of human activity. This view implies that ''nothing is in the intellect that was not first in the senses,'' as Aquinas famously put it *that is, all the mind's content originates in the world, and is built by content-free inferential procedures acting on data delivered by perceptual systems. Sometimes those procedures are thought to embody rational algorithms such as Bayes' theorem (Luce, 2003; Staddon, 1988; see Gigerenzer & Murray, 1987) , multiple regression (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) , or the inferential rules of propositional logic (Bonatti, 1994; Rips, 1994; Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972) : powerful algorithms thought to be capable of solving all problems and, therefore, not specialized for making inferences about any particular domain. In other cases reasoning is thought to be accomplished by heuristic procedures or rules of thumb, their complexity constrained by the size of working memory or the nature of perceptual representations (Kahneman, 2003; Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982) . But whether these procedures are seen as powerful or error prone, they are viewed as empty of content and, therefore, useful generally, no matter what subject matter (domain) one is called on to reason about. Hence they are known as domain-general reasoning procedures.
There seems little doubt that the evolved architecture of the mind contains some inferential systems that are (relatively) content-free and domain-general, although even in these cases the inferential procedures involved appear specialized for solving particular adaptive problems (Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998; Brase, Cosmides, & Tooby, 1998Cosmides & Tooby, 1996 Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000; Gigerenzer, Todd, & The ABC Research Group, 1999) . The question was never whether some inferential procedures are relatively content free and domain general, but whether all of them are *a claim that is central to the standard social science model . The deep question about human nature is whether the evolved architecture of the mind also contains inferential procedures that are content rich and domain specific, ones that make inferences that go far beyond the information available to perception and not derivable from logic and mathematics alone.
Challenges to the view that most inferential procedures are content-free and domain-general began in the early 1980s, as cognitive developmentalists and evolutionary psychologists began studying the development and architecture of reasoning within particular content domains: reasoning about objects and their interactions (intuitive physics), about animals and plants (intuitive biology), about mental states (theory of mind), and about social interactions (e.g., social exchange). Researchers in these areas began to find evidence of inferential systems that looked like domain-specific natural competences. Their architecture and development seemed to shatter the age-old distinction between reasoning and instinct. These computational systems were equipped with proprietary, content-rich concepts/representations and domain-specialized inference procedures, which reliably developed in the human mind in the absence of explicit instruction. Moreover, their representations and procedures were functionally specialized for solving a recurrent adaptive problem, and were dissociable from other, more general forms of reasoning. They were reasoning instincts. The inferences they made went far beyond what could be validly concluded on the basis of sense data alone *yet only when operating within a contentlimited domain.
For example, it was shown that as early as infants could be tested *about 2 months of age* they have preconceptions about what counts as an object (Baillargeon, 1987; Spelke, 1990) and know that two solid objects cannot pass through one another; by (at least) 7 months, they make sophisticated causal inferences about object mechanics and launching events (Leslie, 1994) . People everywhere organize the plant and animal world into a taxonomic hierarchy (Atran, 1990) , and three-year-olds make accurate inferences about predator Áprey interactions whether they are raised in predator-impoverished Berlin or among jaguars and game animals in the Amazon (Barrett, 2005) .
There seem to be domain-specific systems specialized for reasoning about the social world as well, represented by two different bodies of research: one on cognitive adaptations for social exchange (Cosmides 1985 (Cosmides , 1989 , the other on theory of mind (ToM; Baron-Cohen, 1995 Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Leslie, 1987; Saxe, Carey, & Kanwisher, 2004) . The former claims that our ability to reason about social exchange is generated by social contract algorithms: a set of programs that were specialized by selection to solve the intricate computational problems inherent in adaptively engaging in social-exchange behavior, including cheater detection. The latter claims that we reliably develop a neurocomputational system designed for inferring that other people's behavior is caused by invisible entities that cannot be seen, heard, touched, smelled or tasted: mental states, including beliefs, desires, goals, and percepts (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Leslie, 1987) . In both cases, claims for a reliably developing domain-specialized inference system are based on evidence of: (1) content-triggered functional dissociations, which reveal a design well-engineered for solving a specific adaptive problem; (2) neural dissociations linked to brain damage and developmental disorders or revealed in brain imaging studies; (3) robust precocious development; and (4) cross-cultural uniformity (for reviews, see Baron-Cohen, 1995 Cosmides & Tooby, 2005; Saxe, Carey, & Kanwisher, 2004) .
Both claims for a domain-specialized social inference system have of course been challenged. Evidence about neural correlates of theory of mind*the topic of this special issue*will surely contribute to the debate over whether inferences about mental states are caused by a system specialized for that function. Likewise, the study we report herein contributes to the debate about the domain specificity of social-exchange reasoning, testing a series of more domain-general alternative hypotheses: that social-exchange reasoning is caused by a system for reasoning about all conditional rules (Almor & Sloman, 1996; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991; Kirby, 1994 , Oaksford & Chater, 1994 Rips, 1994) , all familiar conditional rules (Goel, Shuren, Sheesley, & Grafman, 2004) , all deontic conditional rules (i.e., rules involving obligation or entitlement; Cheng & Holyoak, 1985 , 1989 Fodor, 2000; Sperber, Cara, & Girotto, 1995) , or all deontic conditional rules involving subjective utilities (Manktelow & Over, 1991) . When all the rules tested are familiar, these alternative hypotheses form a nested hierarchy of class inclusion, with the deontic'/utilities hypothesis being the most domain specific of the domain-general alternatives (see Figure 1 ). If that alternative fails, they all fail. So the question is, are there contenttriggered neural dissociations within the class of deontic rules involving subjective utilities? In particular, do deontic rules involving social exchange engage different brain areas than deontic rules from other adaptive domains? Accordingly, the brain-imaging study that we conducted contrasts reasoning about familiar conditional rules drawn from three different content domains: (1) deontic rules about social exchange; (2) deontic rules specifying what precautions ought to be taken in hazardous situations; and (3) indicative rules describing people's preferences, habits, or traits (see Figure 2 ). All the Figure 1 . Which domain is the system that causes reasoning about social contracts designed for? The hypothesis tested herein is that this system is designed to operate on social contracts. Alternative hypotheses hold that it is designed to operate on all deontic conditional rules involving utilities; all deontic conditional rules; all familiar conditionals; or all conditionals. Social contracts belong to each of these more general categories. If reasoning about social contracts dissociates from reasoning about precautions *that is, if there is a dissociation within the class of deontic rules involving utilities *then all the more domain-general alternatives fail.
conditional rules involved people's behavior and employed familiar content drawn from everyday life. Importantly, all reasoning problems were presented as Wason selection tasks, which ask subjects to identify which individuals may have violated a conditional rule. Using this format, we constructed reasoning tasks that place identical task demands on any auxiliary system activated while solving a word problem (working memory, vision, reading, etc.) . Therefore, any differences in brain activations should be attributable only to the content of the rules about which subjects are reasoning. If reasoning about social exchange is caused by a functionally isolable system, then it would be reasonable to expect different patterns of brain activation when reasoning about social exchange than when reasoning about other social rules, deontic or otherwise. The second purpose of the study we report is to determine whether, and at what stage, socialexchange reasoning engages the ToM inference system. Research on neural correlates of ToM
A. Syntax of a Social Contract Problem
The following rule holds: If you take the benefit, then you must satisfy the requirement.
(If P then Q ) You want to see whether anyone ever violates this rule. The cards below have information about four people. Each card represents one person. One side of the card tells whether or not that person accepted the benefit, and the other side tells whether or not that person satisfied the requirement. You are concerned that someone may have violated the rule. Indicate which card(s) you would definitely need to turn over to see if any of these people have violated the rule.
B. Syntax of a Precautionary Problem
The following rule holds: If you engage in the hazardous activity, then you must take the precaution.
(If P then Q ) You want to see whether anyone ever violates this rule. The cards below have information about four people. Each card represents one person. One side of the card tells whether or not that person is engaging in the hazardous activity, and the other side tells whether or not that person has taken the precaution. You are concerned that someone may have violated the rule. Indicate which card(s) you would definitely need to turn over to see if any of these people have violated the rule. suggests that making inferences about mental states engages medial prefrontal cortex, anterior temporal cortex, including the poles, and posterior temporal cortex, including the superior temporal gyrus and temporo-parietal junction (e.g., Apperly, Samson, Chiavarino, & Humphreys, 2004; Baron-Cohen et al., 1999; Fletcher et al., 1995; Gallagher, Happe, Brunswick, Fletcher, Frith, & Frith, 2000; German, Niehaus, Roarty, Giesbrecht, & Miller, 2004; Saxe & Kanwisher 2003; Saxe & Wexler, 2005 ; see also Gallagher & Frith, 2003; Saxe et al., 2004 , for reviews). Less consistently implicated areas include orbitofrontal cortex (Stone, Baron-Cohen, & Knight, 1998) , amygdala (Baron- Cohen et al., 1999; Fine, Lumsden, & Blair, 2001; Stone, Baron-Cohen, Calder, Keane, & Young, 2003) , and posterior cingulate (Fletcher et al., 1995) . The design of our study allows one to see whether these neural correlates of ToM are most activated when subjects are recognizing/ interpreting rules as involving social exchange, or during the post-interpretive stage where potential cheaters are being identified. Three previous brain-imaging studies have investigated reasoning about social exchange (Canessa et al., 2005; Fiddick, Spampinato, & Grafman, 2005; Wegener, Lund, Hede, Ramsoy, Baare, & Paulson, 2004) , but this is the only one designed such that neural activations during these different stages of processing can be distinguished.
Theory of mind and strategic social interaction. The adaptive function of the ToM system is often described as (1) predicting and explaining behavior in terms of mental states, and (2) inferring their content on the basis of cues (e.g., eye direction for inferring desire or object of attention; typical actions with wrong object for pretense; failed goal-directed action for intended goal or false belief content). But the discussion often stops at that point, leaving one with the impression that the machinery performing these computations was selected for because it furthered the pure beauty of contemplation. That cannot be true, of course: Natural selection does not build complex functional computational systems unless they contributed to adaptive behavior in some way. So the question is, how did inferring the content of other people's mental states contribute to adaptive behavior in ancestral environments? Baron-Cohen (1995) argues that strategic social interaction *situations in which the best behavioral strategy for me to pursue depends on what you intend to do *creates selection pressures favoring computational machinery for inferring the content of other people's mental states (see also Humphreys, 1976) . Evolutionary biologists have used game theory to analyze strategic social interaction, with the goal of discovering which decision rules are likely to have evolved * that is, which implement an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS). An ESS is a strategy (a decision rule) that can arise and persist in a population because it produces fitness outcomes greater than or equal to alternative strategies (Maynard Smith, 1982) . ESS analyses have illuminated strategic social interaction in many domains, including parental care, mating, dominance interactions, threat, communication, foraging, collective action, and social exchange (see Maynard Smith, 1982; Gintis, 2000 , for reviews).
In social exchange, individuals agree, either explicitly or implicitly, to abide by a social contract, a situation in which an agent is obligated to satisfy a requirement of some kind (often at some cost to the agent), in order to be entitled to receive a benefit from another agent. These understandings can be expressed as conditional (If Áthen) rules that fit the following template: If you accept a benefit from agent X, then you are obligated to satisfy X's requirement. In social exchange, a cheater is an individual who intentionally violates a social contract by taking the benefit specified without satisfying the requirement that provision of that benefit was made contingent on. Modeling selection pressures for social exchange as a repeated prisoner's dilemma (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981; Boyd, 1988; Trivers, 1971) , evolutionary biologists have shown that rules of reasoning and decision making that guide social exchange in humans will implement an ESS only if they include design features that solve an intricate series of computational problems . Of these, the ability to detect cheaters has received the most attention (Cosmides, 1985 (Cosmides, , 1989 Cosmides & Tooby, 2005) . But the ability to infer the contents of other individual's mental states* especially what they want and what they intend to do *is also essential for social exchange to evolve (Cosmides, 1985; . Social exchange depends on the ability to infer the content of other people's desires, goals, and intentions.
For example, let's say that my goal is to go downtown, so I want to borrow your car. Knowing that I want to borrow your car *that I consider it a benefit *you could agree to lend it to me, but only on the condition that I fill the tank. That is, you could offer the following social exchange: ''If you borrow my car, then you must fill the tank with gas.'' But you could not offer me this exchange unless you had inferred the content of one of my mental states, forming the representation agent-wants-[to borrow car], from what I say, from my eye direction, from my behavior, or from my having no means to achieve my goal. Without the ability to infer the content of your goals or desires (viz. that you consider having a full tank of gas a benefit; i.e., desirable) I would not recognize that your suggestion fits the social contract template; after all, ''If you borrow my car, I'll break your legs'' is a threat, not an offer to exchange, and is recognizable as such because breaking my legs is a cost to you as well as to me. Accordingly, reasoning research using the Wason selection task shows that cheater detection is triggered when a deontic rule fits the benefitrequirement template of a social contract, but performance suffers when the action to be taken is not a benefit Cosmides, Barrett, & Tooby, 2006) .
Without recognizing that an offer to satisfy my desire conditional on my satisfying yours fits the social contract template, I would not be able to make correct inferences from your offer *for example, that it also implies that if I fill your tank then I am entitled to borrow your car. This inference is licensed by a domain-specialized grammar of social exchange that operates on content-rich representations of benefits and requirements of agents, and subjects spontaneously make it (Cosmides, 1989; Fiddick, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2000; Gigerenzer & Hug, 1992) . But it is not licensed by the benefit-less, agent-less, content-free rules of propositional logic. Consistent with the claim that social contract reasoning dissociates from logical reasoning, Maljkovic (1987) found that individuals with schizophrenia had deficits in logical reasoning (ones consistent with frontal lobe impairment), yet reasoned normally when asked to detect cheaters on Wason tasks involving social exchange.
The ability to infer intentions is also necessary. For example, my agreeing to fill your tank depends on my inferring that you do not intend to lend me your car otherwise. More significantly, social exchange is difficult to evolve without the ability to distinguish intentional cheating from noncompliance due to accidents or innocent mistakes (Panchanathan & Boyd, 2003) . To implement an ESS, social contract algorithms must be good at detecting individuals equipped with designs that cheat, so those individuals can be excluded from future interactions. But a strategy that refuses to co-operate with individuals who violated a past social contract by accident loses many opportunities to gain from co-operation; simulation results show such strategies get selected out in the presence of strategies that exclude only intentional cheaters. Accordingly, reasoning research shows that cheater detection is triggered only by intentional violations of social contracts, not by innocent mistakes Cosmides & Tooby, 2005; Fiddick, 2004) .
The grammar of social exchange can, in turn, support inferences about the content of mental states. Third parties *including subjects in reasoning experiments*could not recognize your offer as a social contract unless they knew the contents of both of our desires: that I want to borrow your car, and that you want a full tank of gas. Notice, however, that what you want can be inferred from the fact that you are offering a conditional benefit to me *the structure of interaction in social exchange implies that what you require in exchange for providing a benefit to me is something you want: help, goods, or a state of affairs. The logic of social exchange allows the contents of mental states to be inferred, and inferring mental states allows social exchange to proceed. This implies that we can think of theory of mind in a broad, rather than a narrow, sense. ToM(narrow) refers to a small range of inferences: using beliefs and desires to predict and explain behavior, inferring knowing from seeing, inferring wanting from eye direction. But ToM(broad) *or perhaps ToHN, a Theory of Human Nature*would include all social inference systems that create the logic of human social interaction, ones that enable, as well as use, inferences about the content of mental states. From this point of view, studying neural correlates of social-exchange reasoning is studying neural correlates of theory of mind *of ToM(broad).
Reasoning about precautionary rules. As the prior analysis shows, reasoning about social exchange is not possible without mental state inferences. The same is not true of reasoning about precautionary rules, which fit the template If you engage in hazardous activity H, then you must take precaution P (e.g., ''If you work with TB patients, then you must wear a surgical mask''). Precautionary rules are deontic because they specify what you ought to do in a given situation. According to Fiddick et al. (2000) , the function of detecting violations of precautionary rules is to manage risk*to tell when someone or something is in danger by virtue of having not taken appropriate precautions (see also Boyer & Lienard, in press ). Inferences about intentionality are therefore unnecessary: you are in danger from having violated a precautionary rule, whether you violated it on purpose or by accident. Accordingly, Wason tasks involving precautionary rules elicit high levels of violation detection, whether the violation is intentional or accidental (Fiddick, 2004) . This result is in contrast to social exchange, where subjects are good at detecting intentional violations but not accidental ones.
Recognizing and interpreting precautionary rules does not require inferences about the content of anyone's goals or desires *you can find yourself in a hazardous situation whether you want to be there or not. Interestingly, RM, a patient with some deficits on ToM tasks (he had bilateral damage to medial orbitofrontal cortex and anterior temporal cortex, including disconnection of both amygdalae) was very good at detecting violations of precautionary rules in Wason selection tasks. Yet his ability to detect violations of social contracts in the Wason task was severely impaired (Stone, Cosmides, Tooby, Kroll, & Knight, 2002) . The two sets of tasks were logically isomorphic with identical task demands. Normal subjects performed equally on both, yet were not at ceiling, ruling out the possibility that ceiling effects were masking real differences in difficulty. Under these circumstances, a single dissociation is evidence that social exchange and precautionary rules are activating somewhat different brain systems.
Precautionary rules versus social contracts: How many domain-specific mechanisms? In social exchange, benefits are delivered conditionally; it therefore requires conditional reasoning for its regulation. The Wason selection task is a standard tool for investigating conditional reasoning. Subjects are given a rule of the form If P then Q, and asked to identify possible violations of it*a format that easily allows one to see how performance varies as a function of the rule's content. Performance is usually poor when the rule is indicative, describing some aspect of the world: only 5 Á30% of normal subjects choose the logically correct answer, P & not-Q, for these descriptive rules, even when they relate familiar content drawn from everyday life (Cosmides, 1985 (Cosmides, , 1989 Manktelow & Evans, 1979; Wason, 1983) . In contrast, 65Á80% of subjects answer correctly when the rule is a social contract and a violation represents cheating. The same is true for precautionary rules (Cheng & Holyoak, 1989; Fiddick et al., 2000; Manktelow & Over, 1988 Stone et al., 2002) .
Not all deontic rules elicit high levels of performance (Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides et al., 2006; . But the pattern elicited by deontic rules that are social contracts and precautions is so different from that elicited by indicative ones that most theories in the reasoning literature have features designed to explain a deonticÁindicative difference*but not a social contract Áprecautionary difference. Judging precaution violations and detecting cheaters on a social contract are so alike that, according to alternative theories, the cognitive architecture of the human mind does not distinguish between them (e.g., Buller, 2005; Cheng & Holyoak, 1985 , 1989 Cummins, 1996; Fodor, 2000; Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991; Kirby, 1994; Manketlow & Over, 1991; Oaksford & Chater, 1994; Rips, 1994; Sperber, Cara, & Girotto, 1995) . Like social contracts, precaution rules are conditional, deontic (they express the conditions under which a person is permitted to take action X, or ought to take precaution Y), and involve subjective utilities (i.e., perceived benefits and costs).
An alternative view is that the mind contains a functionally distinct, domain-specific cognitive specialization for reasoning about hazards, as well as a social contract specialization (Cosmides & Tooby, 1997; Fiddick, 2004; Fiddick et al., 2000; Stone et al., 2002) . Given the evidence of distinct reasoning mechanisms from the behavioral and patient data, we sought to explore the neural correlates of normal subjects' reasoning about social exchange, precautionary rules, and familiar, indicative rules describing social behavior. Recent fMRI studies have shown dissociation of social-contract reasoning from precautionary reasoning (Fiddick et al., 2005; Wegener et al., 2004) and from general descriptive rule reasoning (Canessa et al., 2005) . Our study included all three types of reasoning in the same experimental paradigm, using the Wason selection task. This task may be ideal for imaging studies in that the three types of reasoning problems differ only in their content. Not only are the task demands identical across problem type, but the performance of normal subjects on the social contract and precautionary rules tested is identical, both in percent correct and reaction time (i.e., these problem sets do not differ in difficulty). We had subjects read stories describing a social exchange, precautionary, or descriptive (indicative) social rule and respond ''yes'' or ''no'' to whether various instances were possible violations of that rule. Both the behavioral and patient data suggest that social exchange and precautionary reasoning should show different patterns of brain activations, and that both of these types of reasoning should activate different areas than reasoning about indicative rules, even when these describe social behavior.
We examined brain activations in response to both reading the stories (where interpretation of the rules plausibly happens) and determining possible rule violations (information search leading to detection of violations). There were two reasons for this. First, some theories strongly distinguish the interpretive process from postinterpretive information search; for example, view the post-interpretive process as reflecting nothing more than a domaingeneral ability to categorize (proposals by Buller, 2005, and Fodor, 2000 , are similar in this regard). Second, we thought social contract algorithms would be more likely to engage the ToM system during the interpretive process, for the reasons discussed above. Although cheater detection is only activated by the possibility of intentional violations, information about intentionality was presented in the stories, not on the cards.
Brain areas of interest. RM, the patient with a selective deficit in social-exchange reasoning, had suffered bilateral damage to medial orbitofrontal cortex and anterior temporal cortex; damage to his anterior temporal poles and perirhinal cortex was so severe that both amygdaloid complexes were disconnected. All three areas have been implicated in ToM reasoning, and hence are areas of interest.
Using a very different design that varied modal operators and order of antecedent and consequent in the conditional, Fiddick et al. (2005) report greater activation for social contracts than precautions in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (BA 6, 8), while Wegener et al. (2004) report that social contracts elicit greater activation relative to precautions in bilateral anterior prefrontal cortex (PFC; BA 10, 11), dorsomedial PFC (BA 6, 8), left posterior temporal cortex (BA 22) , and left parietal cortex (BA 40). In comparing unfamiliar social contracts to social descriptive rules, Canessa et al. (2005) report that social contracts elicit greater activation in dorsomedial PFC (BA 8), left anterior (BA 46) and right posterior (BA 9) PFC, and right parietal cortex (BA 39). None of these designs allow one to distinguish interpretation from violation detection.
Based on neuroimaging during syllogistic reasoning tasks, Goel, Dolan, and colleagues (Goel, Buchel, Frith, & Dolan, 2000; Goel & Dolan, 2001 , 2004 suggest that there are two distinct systems for reasoning: one employed for abstract or unfamiliar content (bilateral fronto-parietal system), and one employed for familiar content (left lateral frontotemporal system). In a neuropsychological study, suggest that these brain networks should extend to other modes of deductive reasoning, specifically the Wason selection task. However, it has been known for some time that familiar social content is neither necessary nor sufficient to elicit good reasoning performance on the Wason selection task (Cosmides, 1989; Manktelow & Evans, 1979; Wason, 1983) . It turns out that the ''familiar'' Wason task used by was a social contract, and they found performance was particularly impaired in patients with damage to part of the fronto-temporal system, the left frontal lobe.
METHOD Subjects
Twenty healthy graduate students and staff members at Dartmouth College were paid $20 for their participation. Volunteers were screened for medication use, history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, and other serious medical conditions. Because we were interested in brain areas involved in successful reasoning about social contract and precautionary rules, four subjects were excluded from the analysis for poor behavioral performance on the task ( B/50% correct on all three types of problems). Four additional subjects were also excluded from the analysis: two for lost data due to technical malfunctions, one for excessive head movement, and one due to structural abnormalities that caused problems during spatial normalization. These exclusions left 12 subjects (4 males, mean age0/24.6 years, SD 0/3.29) in the analysis. This research was approved by the UCSB Human Subjects Committee and the Dartmouth Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects, and all subjects gave informed consent.
Materials
Eight social contract, eight precautionary, and eight descriptive rule Wason selection tasks were used in this study 1 (see examples in Figure 3 and Appendix). All the conditional rules involved people's behavior and employed familiar content drawn from everyday life. Problems were very closely matched on word length (social contract: M 0/166.8, SD 0/15.1, Range 0/147 Á183; precaution: M 0/166.3, SD 0/11.1; Range 0/152 Á182; descriptive: M 0/166.6, SD 0/11.3; Range 0/152 Á 184). Before use in imaging, they were normed on 56 undergraduates at the University of California, Santa Barbara. The social contract and precautionary problems were matched on performance in undergraduates (81.7% and 83.5% correct, respectively, N 0/56; correct0/choosing P, not-Q, and no other cards). Furthermore, all descriptive rules were about people *their habits and behavior *but they did not fit the functional logic of either social contract or precaution rules. As is typical, performance by undergraduates on descriptive rules (M 0/42.8% correct) was lower than for social contracts or precautions.
Task
The Wason selection task was composed of two parts: the story that presents the rule and the cards that ask subjects about potential violations. This design was employed to be able to examine separately the brain areas involved in rule interpretation (reading the story) and decision making (responding to the cards).
The stories were presented in three parts (see Figure 3 ). The first part (panel A of Figure 3 ) introduced and gave a rationale for the rule, and specified whether the concern was about people cheating on the rule (social contract), breaking the safety rule (precaution), or simply violating the rule (descriptive). The second part (panel B) explained the cards, specified what information was contained on them, and reiterated the concern: may have cheated (social contract), may be in danger (precaution), or rule may be wrong (descriptive). (Specifying the concern was to trigger the intended domain.) The third part (panel C) presented the rule again and explained that the task was to find out which people had violated the rule (with no mention of rule type or of concerns with cheating, danger, or wrongness). These parts of the story were presented for 15.0 s, 12.5 s, and 7.5 s, respectively. Each story was preceded by a 2.5 s prompt indicating that the story was about to appear. Thus, the story presentation lasted 37.5 s in total for each story.
Following the story, 8 cards (two for each logical category: P, not-P, Q, not-Q) were presented individually, one at a time, with the question: ''Could this person have violated the rule?'' Each card gave information about what a particular individual did or did not do, with each individual mentioned only once (e.g., Jake did P; Maya did not do Q; see panels E and G in Figure 3 and Appendix). The rule was presented on the screen to avoid excessive demands on memory. Each card was presented for 5 s, during which subjects were asked to respond ''yes'' or ''no'', using a right or left button press, to whether each instance was a possible violation of the rule. Cards were presented in a random order. Card presentation was jittered such that the time between each card varied between 0, 2.5, or 5 seconds. The card presentation period lasted a total of 55 s for each problem, including the jitter time.
Before being scanned, subjects completed a practice set of three problems on a laptop computer. This method was followed to ensure that subjects understood the instructions and would be familiar with the format of the problems and the required responses. Subjects were given unlimited time to complete the first two practice problems. The third practice problem was displayed for the times used in the scanner (as shown in Figure 3 ). 1 We tried to avoid creating rules that can be interpreted as both a social contract and a precaution: e.g., drinkers would view ''If you drink beer, you must be over 21 years old'' as a social contract (it involves access to a benefit), whereas those making the rule view it as precautionary (drinking can lead to hazardous behavior); ''If you play outside, you must wear your coat'' is precautionary for the mother making the rule, but a social contract for the child who wants to play outside. To avoid such hybrid rules, we tried to make precautions in which the action in the antecedent was hazardous but not something people enjoy doing, and social contracts in which the consequent was not obviously precautionary.
Imaging
Subjects completed four functional runs, each consisting of six Wason selection task problems (two each of social contract, precaution, and descriptive), and two rest (fixation cross; 20 s each) periods. Order of runs was counterbalanced across subjects. Order of problems and rest periods within each run and order of cards within each problem were randomized for each subject. Each functional run ended with 20 s of fixation cross, and lasted a total of 10.25 minutes.
Anatomical and functional images were acquired with a 1.5-T whole body scanner (General Electric Medical Systems, Signa, Milwaukee, WI) with a standard head coil. Foam pads were used to minimize head movement. Stimuli were presented using a laptop running PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) . Subjects viewed stimuli projected onto a screen through a mirror mounted on the head coil. Responses were made using two magnet-compatible fiber optic button presses, one per hand, which interfaced with the PsyScope Button Box (Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA). Anatomical images were acquired using a high-resolution 3-D spoiled gradient recover sequence (T1, TE 0/6 ms, TR0/ 2500 ms, flip angle 0/258, 124 sagittal slices, voxel size 0/1)/1 /1.2 mm). Functional images were acquired using a gradient spin-echo, echo-planar Teenagers who do not have their own cars usually end up borrowing their parents' cars. In return for the privilege of borrowing the car, the Goldstein's have given their kids the rule: "If you borrow the car, then you have to fill up the tank with gas." You want to check whether any of the Goldstein teenagers ever cheat on this rule.
You will see cards representing some of the Goldstein teenagers. Each card represents one teenager. One side of the card tells whether or not that teenager borrowed the car on a particular day, and the other side tells whether or not that teenager filled up the tank with gas that day.
You are concerned that some of these teenagers may have cheated.
As you see each card, tell us if you would definitely need to turn over that card to find out if that teenager has violated the rule:
"If you borrow the car, then you have to fill up the tank with gas." Don't turn over any more cards than are absolutely necessary. Figure 3 . Illustration of screen displays seen by subjects when reasoning about a social contract problem (not to scale). Story is shown in panels A to C, cards in panels E and G. Two versions of the P card are shown. For each story, subjects saw a total of eight cards, two versions of each logical category.
sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast (T2*, TR 0/ 2500 ms, TE 0/35 ms, flip angle 0/908, 3.75 mm / 3.75 mm in-plane resolution), using 25 interleaved 4.5 mm axial slices (1 mm skip between slices) to image the whole brain. Each subject was scanned for four functional runs of 246 repetitions. The first six functional images from each functional run were dropped to allow the signal to stabilize.
Analysis
Images were preprocessed using SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London, UK). We registered all functional images to the first volume to correct for minor head movements and then to the anatomical image. Images were transformed to the MNI brain template, and functional images were spatially smoothed using an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian filter. Subsequent analysis was conducted using custom software written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The general linear model was used to analyze the fMRI time-series (Friston, Holmes, Worsely, Poline, . Our methods for modeling the response to cards followed those of Ollinger, Shulman, and Corbetta (2001) . For cards, each stimulus onset and post-stimulus time point (up to a specified limit, in this case 17.5 s) was modeled by a separate parameter. There were seven poststimulus time bins covering a total window length of 17.5 seconds. This approach is very similar to selective averaging in that it can be thought of as selective averaging without counterbalancing of trial orders. This model is also known as a finite impulse response model (Henson, Rugg, & Friston, 2001 ). The benefit of this model is that it makes minimal assumptions about the shape of the hemodynamic response, thus accommodating variations in the timing of the response that have been observed across brain regions (e.g., Schacter, Buckner, Koutstaal, Dale, & Rosen, 1997) and avoiding the amplitude bias that these variations can introduce (Calhoun, Stevens, Pearlson, & Kiehl, 2004) . A related method was used for modeling the response to stories. We assume that the response to a story reaches a stasis at the 7th post-stimulus time point at the latest. Accordingly, six consecutive time bins modeled the rise of the response, a single ''box car'' modeled the stasis of the response lasting until the offset of the story, and six additional time bins modeled the fall of the response. As before, this approach makes minimal assumptions about the shape of the hemodynamic response. The response to cards and stories was modeled separately for each of the three content types (descriptive, precautionary, and social contract), producing a total of six estimated responses. In addition to the parameters already discussed, four parameters modeled linear drift within each session and four parameters modeled the session-specific means.
A group level random effects model was conducted. For the purposes of contrasting the response to different card types, activation levels for each of the three types (descriptive, precautionary, and social contracts) were estimated by summing the estimated hemodynamic response along the interval of 2.5 to 15 seconds poststimulus onset. These sums were then submitted to the group level analysis. For contrasts between story types, the box car parameter modeling the sustained response to the story was submitted to the group level analysis. We compared each of the three types of problems (social contracts, precautions, and descriptives) to one another separately for the Wason stories and for the cards. We also compared the average of all three types to baseline (fixation cross) for both stories and cards. All contrasts were bidirectional, using a threshold of p B/.005 (2 tailed; uncorrected). To control for false positives, activations were not considered significant unless a cluster of 10 contiguous voxels survived the threshold.
To further address the false-positive issue, we examined the average signal intensity for each individual problem for the major activations that we found in the story comparisons. Activation levels were obtained by: (1) averaging the signal across all voxels contained in the cluster defined by the group comparison; (2) removing linear drift and session-specific effects; (3) averaging the signal between 15 and 35 s post-stimulus onset individually for each story; and (4) averaging these results across subjects. If the differential activation does in fact reflect differences in the underlying representations of these problems, then it should replicate across individual problems. That is, we should see a consistent separation between problem types, with (for example) most social contracts activating a particular area more than most precautions. Evidence of such a separation yields more confidence that the activation difference is real, rather than an artifact of a few problems.
The problem of false positives increases when contrasting conditions place different processing demands (e.g., recognition versus recall memory). In contrast to many fMRI studies, the contrasts here are for conditions that place identical task demands (they are all Wason tasks) and the behavioral data for social contracts and precautions are indistinguishable. That the conditions are so closely matched is an added, theoretical control on false positives.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Behavioral results
Were social contract and precaution problems well-matched? Yes: planned contrasts showed that subjects performed equally well on social contract (90.6% correct, SD 0/12.1) and precaution rules (91.7% correct, SD 0/14.4); F(1, 11) 0/0.61, p 0/ .81. Thus, our performance criterion for inclusion in the study ( /50% correct on social contracts and precautions) ensured that overall performance was quite high (cf. to undergraduate performance of 81.7% and 83.5% correct for social contracts and precautions, respectively, N 0/56). Performance on descriptive rules (59.4% correct, SD 0/34.6) was significantly worse than performance on social contracts and precautions, F(1, 11) 0/10.76, p 0/.007, but was still better than undergraduate performance on these same problems (42.8% correct, N 0/56). Likewise, mean reaction time to social contracts (1883 ms, SE 0/100.8) and precaution rules (1880 ms, SE 0/96.7) was identical, F(1, 11)0/ 0.01, p0/.94, whereas mean reaction time to descriptive rules (2111 ms, SE 0/126.0) was slower than for social contract and precaution rules, F(1, 11) 0/12.50, p0/.005.
Imaging results
Manipulation check. As a check on our methods, we compared activations across stories (collapsed across content) and across cards (collapsed across content) to rest (fixation cross). As expected for cognitive tasks requiring attentive processing (see Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000 , for a review), stories strongly activated bilateral visual cortex, left temporo-parietal and left posterior parietal regions compared to rest (stories /rest; see Table 1 ). Smaller activations were seen in left dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex. Also as expected, there were typical deactivations relative to rest in medial prefrontal and cingulate areas (rest / stories; see Table 1 ). Activation patterns for card choice (collapsed across content) compared to rest (fixation cross) produced strong bilateral activations in dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex, superior posterior parietal cortex, and visual cortex. Smaller activations were seen in bilateral temporo-parietal regions (cards /rest; see Table  2 ). Deactivations relative to rest were seen in medial prefrontal cortex and anterior and posterior cingulate cortex (rest /cards; see Table 2 ). Thus, stories produced greater activations in left temporo-parietal regions and cards produced greater activations in bilateral dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex, supporting a distinction between interpretive processing and decision making.
Story contrasts. Figure 4 illustrates activations for contrasts among all three story types. Story contrasts produced strong activations and robust Table 3 and Figure 5 ). Compared to descriptive stories, social contracts activated anterior temporal cortex bilaterally (BA 22). Reading precaution stories produced greater activations than social contrasts in left dorso-frontal (BA 6, 9) and parietal (BA 2) regions, and areas of the cingulate (BA 31, 32; see Table 4 ). Compared to descriptives, precaution stories activated ventro-lateral prefrontal (BA 10) regions bilaterally, superior parietal (BA 7, 40) regions on the right, and posterior cingulate (BA 31). Descriptive stories, relative to precautions, activated the right parahippocampal gyrus at the amygdala (see Table 5 ). The descriptive minus social contract contrast produced no significant clusters.
Card choice contrasts. Overall, the card contrasts produced weaker activations and less robust time courses than the story contrasts did. This difference may result from the short duration of the card events compared to the much longer duration of the stories. No clusters survived threshold for the social contract minus precaution and the social contract minus descriptive card contrasts. However, responses to precaution cards compared to social contract cards showed activations in middle and ventral prefrontal (BA 6, 9, 46, 47) , middle and posterior temporal (BA 21, 41) , and superior occipital (BA 18, 37) regions, as well as the right insula (BA 13) and cingulate (BA 24; see Table 4 ). In contrast, compared to descriptive cards, responses to precaution cards showed greater activation only in dorso-lateral frontal regions: the precentral gyrus bilaterally (BA 4, 6) and the right postcentral gyrus (BA 6). Responses to descriptive cards showed greater activation compared to social contract cards in dorso-medial (BA 8) and dorso-lateral (BA 9) prefrontal areas, as well as in the cingulate gyrus (BA 24, 31), and right fusiform gyrus (BA 18; see Table 5 ). Compared to precaution cards, descriptives showed greater activation in dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (BA 9, 46) and left parietal (BA 7) regions.
The interpretive process: Do social contract stories activate different areas than precaution stories? Yes: supporting the claim that social contracts and precautionary rules are interpreted via two different, functionally distinct, domainspecific inferential systems.
According to most theories, the same inferential processes interpret all deontic rules, whether they are social contracts, precautions, or some other species of permission rule. These inferential processes would be activated while subjects are reading the stories, and would result in social contracts and precautionary rules being given the same interpretation. If this were a correct description of what is happening, then the same brain areas should be activated whether subjects are reading social contract or precautionary stories, resulting in no differential activations for either the social contract /precaution or the precaution /social contract comparisons. Yet these comparisons did reveal differential activations. When subjects were interpreting the social contract stories, several areas commonly implicated in ToM tasks were activated: the right anterior temporal cortex (BA 20), left posterior temporal cortex (BA 21), and the posterior cingulate (BA 23; see Figure 5 and Table 3) .
A shows the average signal intensity in the anterior temporal cortex for each individual social contract and precautionary problem: Importantly, there is almost no overlap for these two Note : Hemi0/hemisphere, L0/left, R 0/right. BA0/Brodmann's area based on stereotaxic co-ordinates. x , y, z values are Talairach co-ordinates. Statistical threshold: p B/.005, extent0/10 voxels. sets of rules (Mann ÁWhitney U 0/9, p 0/.005). Yet the surface content of the social contracts (the specific actions or items mentioned) varies widely; the social contracts are similar to one another only by virtue of fitting the benefitrequirement template shown in Figure 2A (correspondingly for precautionary rules, see Figure 2B) . That the pattern of differential activation replicates across individual problems increases our confidence that what we are seeing is not an artifact of a few problems, but instead reflects the underlying, content-specific representation of social exchange versus precautionary problems. This anterior temporal activation for social contracts is consistent with the neuropsychological data from patient RM, who was selectively impaired on social contract reasoning relative to precautionary reasoning (Stone et al., 2002) . Panels B (middle temporal cortex; Mann ÁWhitney U 0/4, p 0/.001) and C (posterior cingulate; MannÁWhitney U 0/ 15, p 0/.041
2 ) of Figure 6 show a similar pattern of replication across individual problems. . Anterior (top panels) and posterior (bottom panels) temporal lobe clusters significantly more active for social contract stories compared to precaution stories overlaid on a mean anatomical image (p B/.005, uncorrected, extent0/10 voxels). Graphs show the time course of the BOLD signal. The flat line corresponds to the stasis assumed by our model (i.e., the ''box car'' portion of the model). Plots were obtained by averaging parameters estimated by the model across all voxels in the cluster.
When subjects were interpreting precautionary stories, areas of dorso-medial prefrontal cortex (BA 6, 9) and the right cingulate gyrus (BA 31) were more active than when they were interpreting the social contract stories (see Figure 4 and Table 4 ). The analysis of individual precaution and social contract problems reveals that the two cingulate clusters show the cleanest separation between problem-types (U 0/5, p 0/.001; U 0/8, p 0/.005, respectively).
Another way of addressing the same question is to see what brain areas are activated by social contracts and precautions when each is compared to the exact same control condition: the descriptive rules. Compared to descriptives, social contracts activated anterior temporal cortex bilaterally (BA 22; see Figure 4 and Table 3 ). This activation is similar to what was found when social contracts were compared to precautions, and is likewise consistent with the neuropsychological data. The precaution /descriptive comparison also showed similarity with the precaution /social contract activations: the right cingulate gyrus (BA 31) was again active. Ventromedial prefrontal cortex (BA 10) was also activated for precautions relative to descriptives (see Figure 3 and Table 4 ). As Table 4 shows, interpreting precautionary rules did not activate areas typically associated with ToM, whether they were being compared to social contract or descriptive activations.
Taken together, these results indicate that different brain areas activate when subjects are interpreting social contract rules than when they are interpreting precautionary ones. Interpreting social contracts activates areas that have been associated with ToM *anterior temporal, posterior temporal, and posterior cingulate areas; anterior temporal activations were found for social contract stories compared to both precautionary and descriptive ones.
The decision-making process: Do different brain areas activate as a function of what type of violation one is looking for? The extreme view, advocated by Sperber Sperber & Girotto, 2002) , is that violation detection on the Wason task is mere categorization: during interpretation, the relevant values are computed*P and not-Q for deontic rules, P and Q for descriptives of the kind we have here *and then cards are categorized as to whether they match either of these values. This framework implies that there will not be differential activations during the card-choosing phase for deontic rules (i.e., social contracts and precautions will activate identically). Indeed, if matching to category is all that is at stake, it also implies no difference between deontic and descriptive rules during the card choice phase. In contrast, the domain-specific view implies that deontic rules are not all the same: looking for cheaters on a social contract engages different computational processes than looking for people who are in danger from having violated precautionary rules. It also implies that social contracts and precautions will activate differently than descriptives, even though all of these rules involve the behavior of people. Analyzing brain activations during the card-decision phase can address these predictions.
Activations during the decision-making process were not the same for all deontic rules. When subjects were detecting violations of precautionary rules, a number of brain areas activated more strongly than when they were detecting violations of social contracts (see Table 4 ). These areas include portions of right dorso-lateral prefrontal (BA 46) and left ventro-lateral prefrontal (BA 47) cortex, the right insula (BA 13), medial cingulate (BA 24), and left middle (BA 21) and posterior temporal cortex (BA 41) . No clusters survived threshold for the social contract /precaution comparison, but this was also true for the social contract /descriptive one. This result should not be construed as indicating no difference between violation detection for descriptives and social contracts: compared to social contracts, detecting violations of descriptive rules more strongly activated several areas, including dorso-medial prefrontal cortex (BA 8, 9 ) and medial cingulate (BA 24, 31; see Table 5 ).
Compared to descriptives, precaution violation detection more strongly activated the areas along the precentral and postcentral gyri (BA 3, 4, 6; see Table 4 ). The descriptive/precaution comparison indicates activation of dorso-lateral prefrontal (BA 9, 46) and left superior parietal (BA 7) cortex (see Table 5 ).
These results suggest several things. First, the decision-making process activates different areas, depending on whether the subject is looking for violations of precautionary rules, social contracts, or descriptives. Second, there is no evidence that the decision-making process activates ToM areas for social contracts *no more strongly, at least, than detecting violations of precautionary or social descriptive rules does. That ToM areas are activated during social contract interpretation but not during violation detection makes sense: computing other people's desires is necessary for recognizing that a conditional expresses a social contract. But once this mapping of agents' desires has occurred, cheater detection can proceed without these desires being recomputed. Which brain areas are activated during reasoning about descriptive rules involving social behavior/person-traits? During interpretation, social contracts activated a number of brain areas more strongly than descriptive rules did, but the reverse was not true: during interpretation, the descriptive /social contract comparison yielded no differences. This result could reflect the fact that both types of conditionals were about social behavior, but the social contracts required further social processing than the social descriptives. This interpretation is supported by the descriptive/precaution story comparison (see Table 5 ). During interpretation, descriptive stories activated an area implicated in social reasoning, the right parahippocampal gyrus at the amygdala.
As discussed above, during violation detection, descriptive rules activated different brain areas than both social contracts and precautions. We note that areas activated by violation detection for descriptive rules include ones usually associated with more deliberative forms of reasoning (i.e., areas of dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex; Goel & Dolan, 2004; .
Areas of overlap. Our claim that social exchange and precautionary reasoning produce different patterns of brain activation should not be construed as implying that no brain areas are activated by both. Indeed, the tasks were designed to be very closely matched on any dimension that could affect auxiliary systems such as working memory or attentional resources. Accordingly, the results discussed in the manipulation check imply that all the tasks activated areas involved with reading and decision making.
Concordance with other studies? Although the methods used across studies comparing social exchange to precautionary reasoning were very different, there were a few areas of concordance. Wegener et al. (2004) and Fiddick et al. (2005) both report social contracts differentially activating dorso-medial PFC within BA 6; social contracts activated a right lateral portion of BA 6 in our study. Wegener et al. (2004) report posterior temporal activation on the left in BA 22 for social contracts; we found a similar temporal activation in this area for the social contract /precaution comparison (BA 21), as well as anterior temporal areas (R BA 20 for social contract /precaution; bilateral BA 22 for social contract /descriptive comparison).
CONCLUSION
Managing hazards and engaging in social exchange pose very different adaptive problems* different enough that the computational requirements of a system well-engineered for making adaptive inferences about social exchange are incommensurate with those of a system wellengineered for reducing risks in hazardous situations Fiddick, 1998 Fiddick, , 2004 Fiddick et al., 2000) . For that reason, it had been proposed that two functionally distinct neurocomputational specializations evolved, one for reasoning about social exchange and the other for reasoning about precautionary rules. The neuroimaging results reported here add to the set of behavioral and neuropsychological dissociations supporting that hypothesis. Equivalent reasoning problems, matched on task demands and difficulty, elicited different patterns of brain activation depending on whether their content involved social exchange or taking precautions against hazards. This was true during the phase in which subjects were interpreting the rules, as well as during the post-interpretive phase in which they were deciding which individuals could have violated these rules.
In other words, the results revealed contenttriggered neural dissociations within the already narrow class of deontic rules involving utilities. Different patterns of neural activation for social contracts and precautions should not exist if more domain-general theories of reasoning were correct. According to those theories, precautionary and social exchange rules are just instances of a more general class of conditional rules, such that both are operated on by the same neurocomputational machinery. These theories differ only in their claims about which more general class this machinery is designed to operate on (see Figure  1 ). For some, it is the class of all deontic rules: social contracts and precautions are said to be interpreted as fitting the template of a permission schema (Cheng & Holyoak, 1985 , 1989 or assigned the same logical form using deontic operators, such as forbid (P and not-Q) or required Q (on the condition that P) (Buller, 2005; Fodor, 2000) . For others, social contracts and precautions both belong to a more restricted class of deontic rules: those involving subjective utilities (e.g., Manktelow & Over, 1991) . According to all of these theories, there should be no neural dissociations within the narrow domain of deontic rules involving utilities, that is, no dissociations between reasoning about social contracts versus precautionary rules. Yet there were. Because our results contradict the most domain-specific of the domain-general alternative hypotheses (deontic'/utilities), they also contradict all domain-general hypotheses that include deontic rules involving utilities as a subset.
Inferences about the content of other people's mental states *ToM inferences *are necessary for interpreting rules involving social exchange but not for interpreting precautionary rules. That the computational requirements of each task differ in this way is supported by the neuroimaging results. Neural correlates of ToM (anterior and posterior temporal cortex) were differentially activated when subjects were interpreting socialexchange scenarios, but not when they were interpreting precautionary ones. One ToM area (right parahippocampal gyrus at the amygdala) was activated when subjects were interpreting social rules describing people's preferences, habits or traits, when compared to activations for precautionary rules. In contrast to the interpretive phase, neural correlates of ToM were not activated for social contracts during the post-interpretive phase, during which subjects were deciding which individuals could have violated social contract or precautionary rules. Computing the desires of agents is logically necessary for interpreting a rule as involving social exchange. Once that mapping has been made, cheater detection only requires that the mapping be remembered; it does not require further inferences from ToM.
Although detecting cheaters did not differentially activate ToM areas, detecting violations of precautionary rules produced a small activation in posterior temporal cortex (a neural correlate of ToM) along with large activations in a number of non-ToM brain areas. We do not have a specific interpretation of these particular precautionary activations, but the overall patterns during violation detection support the hypothesis that detecting cheaters, detecting people in danger, and detecting when people's preferences, habits or traits are inconsistent with a descriptive rule engage somewhat different neurocomputational machinery.
Deontic theories cannot be rescued by positing that processing social exchange and precautions differ only in that ToM inferences are activated while interpreting social-exchange scenarios. Interpreting precautionary rules produced greater activation in many ''non-ToM'' areas of the brain, compared to interpreting social-exchange rules; the same was true for the violation-detection process (see Table 4 ). Moreover, at least one non-ToM area was more strongly activated by interpreting social-exchange rules compared to precautionary ones (Table 3) . If the same neurocomputational machinery processed all deontic rules, with the only difference being that ToM inferences were differentially engaged by social exchange, then we would not see activations in areas unrelated to ToM. Yet they occurred.
What about our conjecture about ToM(narrow) versus ToM(broad)? In their book, Relevance: Communication and Cognition, Sperber and Wilson (1995) provide an elegant analysis of communication as inference: Interpreting language requires inferences about the content of the speaker's mental states *inferences about what meaning the speaker intends to communicate. According to Sperber and colleagues, one subunit of the ToM system is a comprehension module, which evolved for inferring the communicative intent of speakers and treats linguistic utterances as metarepresentations . In applying relevance theory to the Wason selection task, they posit that the comprehension module is equipped with procedures that spontaneously make logical inferences as well as ones that apply specific relevance principles . Together, these procedures interpret conditional rules without engaging more domain-specific systems, such as social contract algorithms. According to their view, the comprehension module assigns the same logical form to deontic conditional rules, social contracts and precautions alike: forbid (P and not-Q).
In response to this claim, Fiddick et al. (2000) present a number of behavioral results from Wason tasks involving social exchange that cannot be explained without invoking social contract algorithms and their domain-specific inferential rules. The neuroimaging results we report here support Fiddick et al.'s claim in two ways. First, during interpretation, neural correlates of ToM and at least one non-ToM area were activated by social exchange but not by precautionary rules. This result is difficult to understand if the same logical and relevance procedures are operating on and interpreting both types of rules. Second, a number of non-ToM areas were activated during interpretation of precautionary rules but not for social exchanges. Again, this finding suggests that the interpretive process is not identical for rules drawn from these two domains. These contenttriggered dissociations are expected, however, if the comprehension module accesses a variety of domain-specific inference systems when interpreting the communicative intent of speakers: social contract algorithms, a domain-specific hazard-precaution system, as well as systems specialized for other forms of strategic interaction, e.g., aggressive threat , coalitional co-operation (Tooby, Cosmides, & Price, 2006) , anger as a negotiative system (Sell, 2005) .
Thus, as a friendly amendment to relevance theory, we suggest that a comprehension module would be better able to infer the content of speakers' mental states if it had access to all of these systems *to ToM(broad). BeliefÁdesire inferences *ToM(narrow) *certainly feed into inferential systems that regulate strategic social interaction, like the social contract algorithms. But these inferential systems should also feed into ToM(narrow). The functional logic of social contract algorithms *and of other domain-specialized systems regulating strategic social interaction*can be used to infer the content of desires, goals, intentions, and beliefs (see above). Like the eye-direction detector (Baron-Cohen, 1995), we should expect social contract algorithms and other social inference systems to provide input for ToM(narrow).
Taken together, the operation of these interacting social inference systems would constitute the mind's ''theory of human nature'': ToHN. BeliefÁdesire reasoning, ToM(narrow), would be a subunit of ToHN *one among many . A comprehension module equipped with ToHN would be a powerful inferential device, allowing people to negotiate the complex world of social interaction with a fuller understanding of other people's intentions.
